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Existing search systems exhibit uneven selectivity when used in seaking information
resources on the Internet. This problem has prompted a number of researchers to turn their
attention to the development and implementation of matadata models for use in indexing and
searching on the WWW and Internet. In this paper, we present our results of a simple query
on a number of existing search systems and then discuss a proposed metadata structure.
Modelling the expertise of librarians for cataloging, user entry and search using a rule-based
system is also discussed.
1 Introduction
Access to relevant information is one of the most important requirements of all human
activities. This need has been recognized and has resulted in the continuing effort to catalog
and organize information so as to facilitate it’s expected discovery and access. An increasing
number of research institutes, universities and business organizations are currently providing
their reports, articles, catalogs and other information resources on the Internet in general
and on the Web [BERN, BERN2] in particular. This is now becoming the accepted method
of disseminating and sharing information resources in hypermedia. At this time a number
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2of information sources, both public (free) and private (available for a fee), are available on
the Internet. They include text, computer programs, books, electronic journals, newspapers,
organizational local and national directories of various types, sound and voice recordings,
images, video clips and scientific data. Also, private information services such as price lists
and quotations, databases of products and services, and specialty newsletters are available.
A number of index generation systems and related search systems are currently avail-
able on the Internet [DACL, DEBR, EMTA, FLET, GNAM, HARV, INFO, KAHL, KOST,
MAUL, MCBR, NIKO, RBSE, THAU, WEBC, WWWC, YAHO]. Some of these are man-
ually generated indices(Aliweb [KOST], CUI W3 Catalog [WWWC], GNA Meta-Library
[GNAM], DA-CLOD [DACL]), while others are generated by robots (Harvest [HARV], InfoS-
eek [INFO], Lycos [MAUL], Nikos [NIKO], RBSE [RBSE], Web Crawler [WEBC], WWWW
[MCBR], Yahoo [YAHO] ). Some of these robot based system (e.g., WWWW [MCBR]) also
allow manual entries. Some of these are specialized for the Web, others are for locating files
on Anonymous FTP sites. The search interface provides users very little flexibility and the
results obtained are varied. This is illustrated in Table 1 for a query using the first and
last names of the author as the search term. Even Lycos which is reported to have indexed
nearly 4 million documents has had only partial success in locating all relevant documents
1.
2 The Problem
The purpose of indices and bibliographies (called secondary information) is to inventory the
primary information and to allow easy access to it. The traditional method of generating
bibliography entries required finding the primary source, identifying it as to its subject, etc.,
describing it for later matching for unknown future users, and classifying it according to
accepted norms.
The unpredictable retrieval of appropriate information resources documented in Table
1 illustrated that there is a need for the definition of suitable matadata to model resources
and associated support systems which allows better controlled ‘search for’ and ‘access to’
these resources. With the current plethora of index services and search systems, most users
are lost. Even after a search there is no guarantee that the appropriate information resource
will be found. Furthermore, these systems are not able to function together due to the
differences in their coverage, indexing structures and user interfaces.
A number of projects in the Library domain have addressed the problem of cataloging
and in particular the cataloging of information in electronic and multi-media format. CORE
[CROM], MARC system [BRYN, CRAW, MARC, PETE], MLC[HORN, ROSS, RHEE] and
TEI [GAYN, GIOR] are examples of some of these initiatives. These existing and proposed
indexing systems range from a minimum to a full level of bibliographic information. However,
such systems are designed for professional catalogers and many of the elements included in
1 The list of URLs of document known to contain the string is given in [DESA3]. The tests
for all systems except InfoSeek and WWWW were done on June 3, 1995; the tests for InfoSeek
and WWWW were done on June 15, 1995. Result may not be identical if the tests were to be
repeated due to the possible discovery of the missing documents by the index systems involved.
All documents in [DESA3] existed well before the test dates.
3Search Number Number Number Number
System of Hits of Duplicates of Mis-hits missed
Aliweb none - - 24
DA-CLOD none - - 24
EINet 6 0 4 22
GNA Meta Lib. none - - 24
Harvest none - - 24
InfoSeek 7 0 0 17
Lycos 231 2 222 17
Nikos none - - 24
RBSE 8 - 8 24
W3 Catalog none - - 24
WebCrawler 7 3 0 20
WWWW 2 0 0 22
Yahoo none - - 24
Table 1: Search statistics for using search the term Bipin (AND) Desai NOTE: The misses
in the results for the manual systems, some of which depend on registering the resources,
indicate that the resources have not been registered.
them, though useful, are beyond the comprehension of most providers or users of information.
3 Semantic Header
Professional catalogers have found the need for elements similar to those in [DESA2] in
most indexing applications. This dictates that they must be included in most indexes for
information resources. The dependence on titles as the most common search criteria dictates
that they must be indicative of the contents of the document. This is not always the case,
hence someone (the author or the cataloger) has to include annotations, keywords or key
phrases to indicate the actual content.
Accuracy or quality of a document can be indicated by including reviewers’ opinions.
Such opinions, however, are rarely accessible to the traditional cataloger. Another feature
of importance to the user of an index is the presence of an accurate abstract. An abstract
provides a summary of the material and thus is more indicative of the contents than the title
or keywords supplied by the author, bibliographer or that selected from scanning the text.
Reference librarians and library users tend to use such annotated bibliographies in selecting
from competing sources. Fortunately, for an on-line index system as proposed in CINDI
[DESA1], it is possible to include not only the author supplied abstract but also annotations
made by independent users in the index entry for the information resource.
4Semantic Header [DESA] was conceived as a required component of all HTML docu-
ments for the Web. It was originally presented at the First International World Wide Web
Conference in Geneva in April 1994. Since then, it has been extended to resources accessible
directly on the Internet.
The structure of the index is similar to the ones used for most library indices and
include other extrinsic information deemed useful for on-line systems. The syntax of the
semantic header is similar to the HTML markup language [BERN1] which is based on the
SGML [GOLD] markup language. However, the user working with the index entry system is
guided through the process by an expert system. This system guides the user in the choice
of standardized terms through an easy to use graphical interface.
The Document Type Definition (DTD) uses a set of rules in the description of the
document content. Some of these are listed below:
• An element followed by the symbol “?” is optional and could occur zero or one time.
• An element followed by the symbol “*” can occur zero or more times. This symbol is
called the optional and repeatable occurrence indicator [GOLD].
• An element followed by the symbol “+” is required and can occur one or more times.
This symbol is called the required and repeatable occurrence indicator [GOLD].
• The percent sign is used to define a subset of elements before its first reference. Ex-
ample:
“%ROLE” is the reference to the entity named ROLE. Each entity should be declared
between tags as follows:
<!ENTITY % ROLE "Author | Artist | Co-author | Corporate Entity |
Editor |Designer |Programmer | Publisher | Other">
• Data types and keywords:
#PCDATA : zero or more parsed data characters
CDATA : character data
EMPTY : empty content
The DTD for the Semantic Header is given in Figure 1 below.
3.1 Semantic Header: Advantages
The proposed Semantic Header and the discovery system based on it exhibit the following
advantages.
• The Semantic-Header allows the indexing of resources accessible by any protocol.
5<!-- Parameterizable list -->
<!ENTITY % ROLE "Author | Co-author | Editor | Artist | Corporate Entity | Designer |
Programmer | Publisher | Other">
<!ENTITY % ID "FTP | ISBN | ISSN | Gopher | HTTP | SHN | UAS | URN | Other">
<!ENTITY % CLASSIFICATION "Legal | Security | Nature | Other">
<!ENTITY % COVERAGE "Audience | Geographical Coverage | Spatial Coverage | Epoch | Other">
<!ENTITY % SYSREQ "Hardware | Network | Software | Other">
<!-- Element list -->
<!ELEMENT Semhdr --
(Title, Alt-title?, Subject+, Language?, Char-Set?, Author+, Keyword+, Dates,
Version?, Supersede?, Classification*, Coverage*, Sysreq*, Genre?, Source?,
Cost?, Abstract?, Annotation?......>
<!ELEMENT Title -- (#PCDATA) >
<!ELEMENT Alt-title -- (#PCDATA) >
<!ELEMENT Subject -0 (EMPTY) >
<!ELEMENT Language -- (#PCDATA) >
<!ELEMENT Char-Set -- (#PCDATA) >
<!ELEMENT Author -0 (EMPTY) >
<!ELEMENT Keyword -- (EMPTY) >
<!ELEMENT Identifier -- (#PCDATA) >
<!ELEMENT Dates -- (Created, Expiry?, Updated?) >
<!ELEMENT Created -- (#PCDATA) >
<!ELEMENT Expiry -- (#PCDATA) >
<!ELEMENT Updated -- (#PCDATA) >
<!ELEMENT Version -- (#PCDATA) >
<!ELEMENT Supersede -- (#PCDATA) >
<!ELEMENT Classification -- (#PCDATA) >
<!ELEMENT Coverage -- (#PCDATA) >
<!ELEMENT Sysreq -- (#PCDATA) >
<!ELEMENT Genre -- (#PCDATA) >
<!ELEMENT Source -- (#PCDATA) >
<!ELEMENT Abstract -- (#PCDATA) >
<!ELEMENT Annotation -- (#PCDATA) >
<!ELEMENT Cost -- (#PCDATA) >
<!ELEMENT Control -- (#PCDATA) >
<!-- Attribute List -->
<!ATTLIST Subject General CDATA #REQUIRED >
Sublevel1 CDATA #IMPLIED >
Sublevel2 CDATA #IMPLIED >
<!ATTLIST Author Role (%ROLE;) #REQUIRED >
Name CDATA #REQUIRED >
Organization CDATA #IMPLIED >
Address CDATA #IMPLIED >
Phone CDATA #IMPLIED >
Fax CDATA #IMPLIED >
EMail CDATA #IMPLIED >
<!ATTLIST Identifier Domain (%ID;) #REQUIRED >
<!ATTLIST Classification Domain (%CLASSIFICATION;)#REQUIRED >
<!ATTLIST Coverage Domain (%COVERAGE;) #REQUIRED >
<!ATTLIST Sysreq Component (%SYSREQ;) #REQUIRED >
<!ATTLIST Annotation Signature CDATA #REQUIRED >
Figure 1: DTD for Semantic Header
6• The Semantic-Header will include annotations of reviewers and other users thus pro-
viding the possibility of a better informed decision regarding the source resource.
• The Semantic-Header syntax offers a way to register standardized keywords chosen by
the provider of the resource. The existing search systems often hack terms from title
and/or content resulting in unpredictable results.
• The Semantic-Header has an “abstract” element which provides a better idea of the
resource than an excerpt prepared by systems such as Lycos.
• The number of documents stored is not limited since the database is distributed
amongst different sites.
• The Semantic-Header is designed to form part of each resource. The HTML/SGML
based syntax allows its display by appropriate browsers.
• In existing indexing systems, one of the limitations is the low number of indexed doc-
uments. This is illustrated by the disappointing results for the manual index systems
such as ALIWEB in Table 1. The difficulty lies in convincing people to register infor-
mation regarding their resources. This problem would be solved in the Cindi system
by:
– providing an easy-to-use interface to register matadata for resources, and
– assuring the presence of matadata in resources by browsers.
• Since the registration of the Semantic-Header in the database is performed by the




4 Cataloging and Searching: Modelling the Expertise
of a Librarian
The expert advice offered by a librarian should be offered to a user of our application for
both searching and cataloging. In searching for a given set of documents, often the user offers
vague, partial and/or incorrect information in her/his attempt to identify the terms used for
the various descriptors of the index for the documents for which s/he is searching. In other
words, the user search specification is often “ill-structured”; hence, expertise is needed to
help users to articulate their needs. In cataloging a new resource, the cataloging librarian
uses knowledge of authority and accepted norms for classification. From such knowledge s/he
chooses terms to describe the resource. Reference librarians are aware of the conventions
used by catalogers as well. They are typically familiar with the classification schemes, terms,
index structures, and resources available in the domain of the user’s need. The expertise
of a reference librarian should be replicated to assist the users of our application in both
searching and cataloging.
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in our current implementation. Expert systems have been used quite extensively whenever
human intelligence needed to be modelled. The intelligence of a reference librarian used to
identify and process a user’s need for authoritative terms for lay terms (for both searching
and cataloging) can be represented as a set of “if. . .then. . .” rules called the rule base. The
rule base thus comprises the acquired expert knowledge [CHAN,GIAR,LUCA,SHIN].
In the current application on cataloging, search, and discovery of documents over
the emerging international information infrastructure, the expert system assists the user in
entering the controlled terms by providing a context-sensitive help mechanism in the user
interface, and also helps to formulate a search query. We refer to the two aspects of the
expert system as the User Interface (UI) part and the Cataloging/Search Expertise part
respectively. Each is meant to capture a different perspective of the mental view held by a
librarian. Owing to the space limitation, we focus our discussions solely on the approach we
use to provide expertise for discovery and search.
The user interface for searching for resources in the information infrastructure in our
application requires the user to input information that will help identify semantic headers
of resources distributed over the network. The user entry can be at different levels of detail,
and depending upon the level of detail entered, the UI part of the expert system provides
the required amount of help to complete the input. This amounts to a reference librarian
guiding a novice user in entering data based on the current level of data that has already been
entered by the user. For example, if the user has entered the subject Computer Science,
then the help for other fields would be tailored for Computer Science. Later, if the user
changes the subject to Chemistry, help information would change accordingly.
The context sensitivity of help is complicated because the user can input a synonym
for an input field, a case in point being “subject”. In addition, synonyms can be entered for
any of the fields corresponding to the subject hierarchy. A synonym must be resolved in an
appropriate control vocabulary so that it would make a match with an appropriate field
on the semantic headers of documents. For example, the user can enter the synonym KBS
which can mean Knowledge Base Systems, Expert Systems, or Deductive Data Base
Systems that are part of the control vocabulary. In general, searching the subject hierarchy
for a control vocabulary can be modelled as a graph (tree) traversal. Synonyms, do however,
complicate this search for a control vocabulary term because they would make this tree
traversal into a directed acyclic graph traversal which is computationally demanding. Yet
synonym resolution allows the system to automatically fill in higher levels of the subject
hierarchy as they can be determined uniquely once a synonym at a lower level is resolved in
a control vocabulary. This greatly aids focusing the search to a specific set of documents.
For example, let KBS entered for level-1, associated with the subject hierarchy, be resolved
to Expert Systems, so that the subject of the entry would be automatically updated to
contain Artifical Intelligence under which Expert Systems is catalogued. In order to
facilitate resolution of synonyms, the expert system displays a list of control vocabulary
items at any level in the subject hierarchy whenever a synonym is entered. The synonyms
and the associated control vocabulary are kept in a local database.
A second source of complication arises when the user enters partial values: a sub-
string for subject, for example Data Bas. Though one can display a list of subjects that
have this substring, context sensitivity implies that the partial values already entered in
other fields must also be considered in providing a help response to the user. Thus, the help
would be based on not only the partial values of the current field, but also on existing values
8of other related fields. For example, if the user has entered Hybrid relational in level-1
and Frame in level-2 field, then the context sensitive help for subject would take into account
the current values in level-1 and level-2 fields before providing appropriate help to the user.
Had the current values at level-1 and level-2 been ignored, then the user would be provided
with a long list of subjects, many of them would have level-1 and/or level-2 of their hierarchy
that would not match the current values of the level-1 and level-2 fields. This is equivalent
to capturing a reference librarians mental view to help focus the search for documents. The
values in the other related fields need not be full values, but can themselves be partial values.
Context sensitivity in the UI part of the expert system gives only the appropriate amount
of help that would be needed at a particular point in time.
The third aspect of the expertise is automatic inferencing capability. A reference
librarian would be able to identify that the user is searching under the subject AI if the
user tells the librarian that s/he is searching for documents about expert systems. In the
system, once the value entered for a particular field is complete, but the other related fields
are empty, the pertinent values of these fields should be inferred and automatically updated
with those appropriate entries. Such automatic inferencing of other related fields would help
to not only focus the search query to select a smaller number of documents, but also in query
optimization.
The final aspect is warnings. Whenever a user-entered field does not match the
existing field values, the user should be warned because this could result in a search query
whose processing would not produce any document retrieval. For example, Expert Systems
as a level-1 entry does not match with Chemistry as a general subject (level-0), and the
user must thus be warned of this potential mismatch. This doesn’t mean that specific expert
systems cannot exist in Chemistry; all it means is that expert systems is not a sub-subject
of chemistry. This mimics the cautionary advice that a reference librarian would give to a
user.
We have developed a small demonstration version of the UI part of the Expert System
for rule testing, refinement, and for eventually evolving it into a complete system. The access
system is simulated using a table and a set of functions. The expert system is coded under
Motif; the rules themselves are implemented in C. A sample rule that handles the context
sensitivity of a partial value entered for subject is shown in Figure 2. The rule is meant
for checking partial sub-strings entered by the user for the subject field, and based on the
current partial values of the level-1 and level-2 entries, an appropriate list of subjects are
displayed from which the user may choose. Other rules in the system take care of the other
aspects of the expertise: synonym resolution, automatic inferencing, and warnings. For
example, if the user enters Chess for level-2 of the subject hierarchy, then level-1 and level-
0 entries would be automatically filled with Game playing, and Artifical Intelligence
respectively. Similarly, whenever a user-entered field of the subject hierarchy does not match
with the current, possibly partial, values of other fields, an appropriate warning is issued.
The query formulation, that is the search part of the expertise modelling, would
formulate a search query based on the current value of the fields entered. The result of the
query would be a set of semantic headers, possibly empty, matching the user search request.
Before formulating a search query, however, additional checking is made: this is typical of the
way a reference librarian would proceed to focus his search to identify a smaller number of
documents: for example, ask the user to enter author information, title information, spelling
correction, phonetic checks, and input checks such as mismatched subject hierarchy, etc. If
the result of the search query is 0 semantic headers, then this is displayed as “No documents
9void Rule2(char *subject_string) /* context sensitive subject help */{
Widget list_dialog;
char **subject_list;
char *l1 = NULL, *l2 =NULL;






/* context sensitivity: get only the matching list */







Figure 2: A sample rule encoding in the test system for context sensitive help associated
with the general subject field entry in the user interface. Similar rules code other context
sensitive help such as synonym resolution, automatic inferencing, and warnings.
found”; otherwise, the user is allowed to pick a subset of the retrieved documents for display.
5 Conclusion
Using a typical query as an example, we have presented statistics on a number of known
Interenet search systems. To improve the efficacy of search, we have developed a semantic
header: a data structure to record the matadata of network resources. Provided by the au-
thor/creator of the resource, it not only indicates the contents of the document and provides
some vital extrinsic attributes, but also helps in indexing and locating the document. To
aid a typical user’s search for resources on the Web, we have developed an expert system
modelling the expertise of a reference librarian. The expert system guides users, who may
have only incomplete information on the resources they are trying to locate, in formulating
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their queries to locate a set of semantic headers and thence the relevant resources.
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The Document Type Definition
The Document Type Definition (DTD)uses a set of rules in the description of the
document content. Some of these are listed below:
• An element followed by the symbol “?” is optional and could occur zero or one time.
• An element followed by the symbol “*” can occur zero or more times. This symbol is
called the optional and repeatable occurrence indicator [GOLD].
• An element followed by the symbol “+” is required and can occur one or more times.
This symbol is called the required and repeatable occurrence indicator [GOLD].
• The percent sign is used to define a subset of elements before its first reference. Ex-
ample:
“%ROLE” is the reference to the entity named ROLE. Each entity should be declared
between tags as follows:
<!ENTITY % ROLE "Author | Artist | Co-author | Corporate Entity |
Editor |Designer |Programmer | Publisher | Other">
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<!-- Parameterizable list -->
<!ENTITY % ROLE "Author | Co-author | Editor | Artist | Corporate Entity | Designer |
Programmer | Publisher | Other">
<!ENTITY % DOM-ID "FTP | ISBN | ISSN | Gopher | HTTP | SHN | UAS | URN | Other">
<!ENTITY % DOM-CLASS "Legal | Security | Nature | Other">
<!ENTITY % DOM-CVRG "Audience | Geographical Coverage | Spatial Coverage | Epoch | Other">
<!ENTITY % DOM-SYSRQ "Hardware | Network | Software | Other">
<!-- Element list -->
<!ELEMENT Semhdr --
(Title, Alt-title?, Subject+, Language?, Char-Set?, Author+, Keyword+, Dates,
Version?, Supersede?, Classification*, Coverage*, Sysreq*, Genre?, Source*,
Cost?, Abstract?, Annotation*, Control>
<!ELEMENT Title -- (#PCDATA) >
<!ELEMENT Alt-title -- (#PCDATA) >
<!ELEMENT Subject -0 (EMPTY) >
<!ELEMENT Language -- (#PCDATA) >
<!ELEMENT Char-Set -- (#PCDATA) >
<!ELEMENT Author -0 (EMPTY) >
<!ELEMENT Keyword -- (EMPTY) >
<!ELEMENT Identifier -- (#PCDATA) >
<!ELEMENT Dates -- (Created, Expiry?, Updated?) >
<!ELEMENT Created -- (#PCDATA) >
<!ELEMENT Expiry -- (#PCDATA) >
<!ELEMENT Updated -- (#PCDATA) >
<!ELEMENT Version -- (#PCDATA) >
<!ELEMENT Supersede -- (#PCDATA) >
<!ELEMENT Classification -- (#PCDATA) >
<!ELEMENT Coverage -- (#PCDATA) >
<!ELEMENT Sysreq -- (#PCDATA) >
<!ELEMENT Genre -- (#PCDATA) >
<!ELEMENT Source -- (#PCDATA) >
<!ELEMENT Abstract -- (#PCDATA) >
<!ELEMENT Annotation -- (#PCDATA) >
<!ELEMENT Cost -- (#PCDATA) >
<!ELEMENT Control -- (#PCDATA) >
Figure 3: DTD for Semantic Header
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<!-- Attribute List -->
<!ATTLIST Subject "General" CDATA #REQUIRED
"Sublevel1" CDATA #IMPLIED
"Sublevel2" CDATA #IMPLIED >






"EMail" CDATA #IMPLIED >
<!ATTLIST Identifier "(%DOM-ID)" CDATA #REQUIRED >
<!ATTLIST Classification "(%DOM-CLASS;)" CDATA #REQUIRED >
<!ATTLIST Coverage "(%DOM-CVRG;)" CDATA #REQUIRED >
<!ATTLIST Sysreq "(%DOM-SYSRQ;)" CDATA #REQUIRED >
<!ATTLIST Annotation "Annotation" CDATA #IMPLIED
"Signature" #PCDATA #IMPLIED >
<!ATTLIST Genre "Form" CDATA #IMPLIED
"Size" CDATA #IMPLIED >
<!ATTLIST Cost "Currency" CDATA #IMPLIED
"Amount" #PCDATA #IMPLIED >
<!ATTLIST Control "Account" CDATA #IMPLIED
"Password" #PCDATA #IMPLIED >
Figure 4: DTD for Attribute List for Semantic Header of Figure 3
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• Data types and keywords:
#PCDATA : zero or more parsed data characters
CDATA : character data
EMPTY : empty content
The DTD for the Semantic Header is given in Figure 1 below.
The atribute lists for the elements Subject, Author, Identifier, Classification, Cover-
age, Sysreq, Annotation, Genre, Cost and Control of Figure 3 are given in Figure 4.
